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6 Tunnel Portals and Approaches
6.1 Overview
The portals and dive structures for the Project
are located at the entry and exit ramps to the
tunnels at the following locations:
→ Iron Cove Link portals
→ M4-Anzac portals
→ M5 portal
→ Western Harbour Tunnel (WHT) portal

Design intent
The Project’s overall design intent for tunnel portals
is to create a refined design aesthetic that avoids
clutter and poor finishing. Portals have been
designed as architectural elements that are
attractive, welcoming and are consistent with the
designed stages of WestConnex M4 East, New M5
and M4-M5 Link Mainline Tunnels projects.
There has been a considered attempt to avoid
unnecessary embellishment in the design of tunnel
portals that may date with age. The design team
has focused on designing the elements to fit within
their context, emphasising the simple,
uncomplicated and consistent detailing within all
portal materials and finishes.
The portals and dive structures blend seamlessly
with the surrounding topography, and provide a
safe and legible transition between the surface,
dive structures and the driven tunnel. The design of
the portal facades is integrated with other elements
to provide a consistent design aesthetic that can
address different geometric conditions. Feature
lighting is one of the major components and is
provided and integrated into the design.
The Project has categorised the portals into two
main types:
→ City West Link portals - which are located at
signalised intersections. They form a built edge
to the parklands and do not have a declined
approach, with entry / exit at surface road level.
City West Link portals include M5 and WHT
portals
→ Dive portals - which are located within roadside
environments along continuous, free flowing
traffic corridors. Typically, the approach lanes to
dive portals decline on approach to the portal,
with entry / exit below surface road level. Dive
portals include the Iron Cove Link and M4Anzac portals.
The Project has adopted a design aesthetic for the
City West Link portals and Dive portals that is
complimentary, and responds to the varying
conditions and constraints of each portal.

Figure 6-1: Rozelle Interchange portal locations
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Artist’s impression - M5 Portal looking north west
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6.2 M5 Portal on City
West Link
The M5 portal structure will be experienced by road
users on the City West Link and will feature a
consistent metal clad facade which continues
across to the Western Harbour Tunnel portal and
the Rozelle ventilation facility.
The Bridge to Brenan Street, the Rozelle West
motorway operations complex (MOC) buildings and
the M5 portal / ramps form a suite of integrated built
form and landscape elements that include the
drainage channel along the edge of City West Link.
The Bridge to Brenan Street joins onto the façade
of the portal connecting the Rozelle Rail Yards
parkland above.
The visibility of the drainage channel and the
buildings will be mitigated with landscape screen
planting. The grey, metal cladding with vegetation in
the foreground, provides a calming, distinctly
Sydney landscaped experience in this busy
corridor.
The M5 portal structure will be recessive; as a
design gesture this is an appropriate response to
the Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands. The facade
above the entrance portal includes a Variable
Message Sign (VMS) and gantry structure which
features articulated metal cladding to emphasise
the entrance. The portal design integrates with
throw screens, gantries and electronic information
systems.

M5 PORTAL CONCEPT PLAN

Figure 6-2: M5 Portal - location plan - not to scale
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M5 structure and Rozelle Rail
Yards Parklands

Connection to the Bridge to
Brenan Street

The M5 structure is covered with minimum of a one
metre deep soil layer and forms an elevated
landscaped area of the Rozelle Rail Yards parkland
experience. This will contribute to people using the
pathways, landscape, and seating in the parklands
being unaware of the traffic in the tunnels below.
This is a significant feature of the Project, and a
desirable response to the open space needs of the
communities in the surrounding urban areas.

The Bridge to Brenan Street is part of the
composition of the M5 portal structure. The bridge
sweeps into the parklands and includes visual
screening to the MOC facility below.

Key design elements
The key design elements of the M5 portal
comprise:
→ Integrated facade treatment of the M5 portal
with other portals and major built structures
along City West Link, including the drainage
channel, Rozelle ventilation facility and Green
Link Bridge
→ The M5 cut and cover structure is covered by
landscape planting on a soil layer with a depth
of at least one metre, forming part of the
parklands
→ Elegant grey metal cladding to form a recessive
built edge

Soil on tunnel
structure

Anti-throw
screen and
safety barrier

→ Integrated anti-throw screens with a silver grey
metal cladding
→ Set-backs for the drainage channel along the
northern edge of City West Link, and
→ Landscape screening of the structures to
integrate them into the parklands.
The following plan and elevation illustrate the
design for M5 portal, which is set along the edge of
the Rozelle Rail Yards parkland.

Safety barrier

Facade and variable
message sign
Concrete
portal at M5

Bridge over
drainage channel

Tunnel lining

Figure 6-3: M5 Portal - typical cross section
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Figure 6-4: M5 Portal General Arrangement Plan
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Figure 6-5: M5 Portal General Arrangement Plan
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Artist’s impression - Western Harbour Tunnel Portal looking north west
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6.3 Western Harbour
Tunnel Portal on City
West Link
The Western Harbour Tunnel portal is a major
element in the roadscape of City West Link. Metal
cladding will be screened with plantings wherever
possible. The landscaped Green Link Bridge and
the landscaped Rozelle ventilation facility are
dominant elements in the Rozelle Rail Yards
Parklands and form a suite of integrated landscape
and built-elements forming the edge of City West
Link.

FUTURE PORTAL OPENING
The Western Harbour Tunnel portal will be highly
visible to motorists on City West Link and will from
a key component of the local context.
The portal will not be operational upon completion
of this Project.

The façade has been screened with vegetation,
wherever possible, to visually integrate with the
Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands. The general design
approach is consistent for the M5 portals to create
a unified aesthetic along City West Link.
When the landscape planting is fully established,
the portals, ventilation facility, landscaped bridge,
and landscaped Western Harbour Tunnel portal will
form an elegant and recessive structure unifying
the Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands and its context as
the major surface entry location to the Western
Harbour Tunnel.
Information technology system (ITS) traffic
management will be integrated within the portal of
the Western Harbour Tunnel. Carefully coordinated
with the articulated metal cladding and throw
screens, the portals form a simple, strong, elegant
statement of design integration. The articulated
metal panels above the portal provide identification
for the entrance, while screening the gantry and
electronic information systems such as the VMS.
The Western Harbour Tunnel cut and cover
structure is covered with one metre of soil to
support planting that will provide an elevated
parkland experience. This will contribute to users of
the parkland space being unaware of the traffic in
the tunnels below. The landscaped cover to the
Western Harbour Tunnel structure is a major
feature for this road project and is similar in concept
to the land bridge over the Eastern Distributor at the
NSW Art Gallery.

WESTERN HARBOUR TUNNEL PORTAL
CONCEPT PLAN

Figure 6-6: Western Harbour Tunnel Portals - location plan - not to scale
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Key design elements
The key design elements of the Western Harbour
Tunnel Portal comprise:
→ Silver metal facade with undulating forms,
consistent with the project design language
→ Anti-throw screens that follow the facade, and
→ Integrated landscape screening for the facade
and trees and plants over the structure
The following plan, section and elevation illustrate
the design for Western Harbour Tunnel portal,
which is set along the edge of the Rozelle Rail
Yards parkland.
Soil on
tunnel
structure

Tunnel
lining

Portal face

Anti-throw screen
and safety barrier

Bridge over
drainage channel

Median

Safety barrier

City west link

Figure 6-7: WHT Portal - Typical section
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Vegetated drainage
channel along City
West Link

Parkland security
fence between the
constructed wetland
and City West Link

Green wall device along
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into the landscape

Anti-throw
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Figure 6-8: WHT General Arrangement Elevation
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Figure 6-9: WHT General Arrangement Plan
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M4-Anzac Exit Portal

Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands main
East-West pedestrian and cyclist link

Artist’s impression: Anzac Bridge Exit Portal - view from Victoria Road
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6.4 M4-ANZAC Portals
Within the area between Anzac Bridge and Rozelle
Rail Yards parklands, these portals have also been
designed to fit within the existing infrastructure
corridor and present as a new, sleek and refined
element within a crowded infrastructure
environment. Entry and exit portals have been
designed to present a memorable approach and
exit to the tunnel with carefully designed wall and
portal treatments that respond to the functional
requirements of the Motorway and contribute to the
motoring experience.
There has been an emphasis on minimising the
visual impact of the portals by blending the extent
of cut and cover areas into the surrounding
landscape or public realm areas, and creating as
much ‘green canopy’ adjacent the portals and
approaches to help blend the proposed
infrastructure elements within the surrounding
fabric.

Key design elements
The portal openings, retaining walls, lighting, safety
barriers leading to the portals and all other
elements have been designed as a simple, robust
and integrated series of elements. Tunnel portals
feature the following:
→ Portal walls will have a select paint finish with
anti graffiti coating

→ The tunnel entry portal will feature black VMS
above the entry ramp, blending seamlessly with
the black metal cladding on the portal facade
→ To decrease the overall mass of the portal
facade and offer views of the native vegetation
planted between the portal and ventilation
building behind, a large ‘Letterbox’ viewing slot
has been opened up in the structure in line with
the VMS

The M4-Anzac entry and exit portals are in
separate locations on either side of Victoria Road
as follows:

→ The tunnel dive approaches will feature metal
wall cladding coloured ‘silver grey’ with feature
LED strip lighting rebates at staggered intervals

→ The M4-Anzac entry portal is located adjacent
to James Craig Road, along the southern side
of Victoria Road

FEATURE LIGHTING

→ The M4-Anzac exit portal is located on the
northern side of Victoria Road and is set within
the Rozelle Rail Yards parkland.
The adjacent key plan illustrates the M4-Anzac
entry and exit portal locations.

M4-ANZAC EXIT PORTAL
CONCEPT PLAN

→ Portal façades will be a combination of black,
dark grey, grey and silver metal cladding on a
structural steel frame

M4-ANZAC ENTRY PORTAL
CONCEPT PLAN

The primary design objective is to provide lighting
features to break up the monotony of the dive and
create a unique and memorable experience. The
lighting aims to provide a subtle quality that will be
noticed by the driver without becoming a source of
distraction. Part of the architectural design of the
dive approaches is the inclusion of vertical rebates
at approximately 3m to 5m intervals.
The rebates will feature the following:
→ Linear continuous LED strip light that will
illuminate the back of the rebate. The lighting
will have the ability to change in colour and
pattern, so that it varies from day to day and
creates visual interest for regular travellers
→ The LED strip light will be a metal extrusion with
a clear cover

Figure 6-10: M4-Anzac Portals - Location Plan - not to scale
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Artist’s impression: Anzac Bridge Entry Portal - Motorist’s perspective.
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M4-ANZAC Entry Portal
The following plans, elevations and sections
illustrate the design for M4-Anzac Entry Portal.

Public access stair from
Victoria Road to James Craig
Road reinstated

Landscape works above
tunnel portal to be small grove
tree planting to provide a
green backdrop to tunnel entry

Landscape works in front of
retaining walls along motorway
to reduce visual impact from
James Craig Road

Entry Portal Facade

TYPICAL PORTAL
ELEVATION

VICTORIA ROAD

NORTH WALL ELEVATION
SOUTH WALL ELEVATION

M4-ANZAC ENTRY LANES

EXISTING FOOTPATH

JAMES CRAIG ROAD

Not to Scale

Figure 6-11: M4-Anzac Entry portal - plan
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Bulky massed
planting behind
portal facade

Tunnel
portal
Anti-throw
screen

Select metal cladding on
steel framing. Colour: silver
grey

Feature lighting rebate
- offset metal cladding
(Colour:'white') with led
strip lighting

Entry / approach
ramp
Reinforced concrete
retaining wall with
vertical rebates

Figure 6-12: M4-Anzac Entry Portal - dive wall elevation - motorists side

Motorway security
fence

D

ra
ft

Entry / approach
ramp

Figure 6-13: M4-Anzac Exit Portal - View from James Craig Drive
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Landscape works at street
level where possible in front of
dive and portal structures

Anti-throw
screen

Landscape works above
tunnel portal to be small grove
tree planting to provide a
green backdrop to tunnel entry

WESTERN DISTRIBUTOR
WESTBOUND

EXISTING
FOOTPATH

JAMES CRAIG
DRIVE

WESTERN DISTRIBUTOR
VICTORIA ROAD TURNING
LANES

WESTERN
DISTRIBUTOR
ON-RAMP

EXISTING
FOOTPATH

WESTBOUND
TUNNEL ENTRY

Figure 6-14: M4-Anzac Entry Portal - Tunnel portal elevation
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Artist’s impression: M4-Anzac Exit portal - View from Victoria Road Bridge
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M4-ANZAC Exit Portal
The following plans, elevations and sections
illustrate the design for M4-Anzac Entry Portal,
which is set within the Rozelle Rail Yards parkland.

Victoria Road Shared User
Path West (refer Section 8).

Landscape works adjacent to
portal as part of the Rozelle
Rail Yards Parkland

Pedestrian underpass under
Victoria Road Bridge (refer
Section 8)

Landscape works adjacent to
portal as part of the Rozelle
Rail Yards Parkland

Victoria Road Shared User
Path East (refer Section 8).

Structural props are
required to span between
the portal walls

Exit
Portal Facade

TYPICAL PORTAL
ELEVATION
SHARED USER PATH

SHARED USER PATH

M4-ANZAC EXIT LANES

NORTH WALL ELEVATION

VICTORIA ROAD (OVER)

SOUTH WALL ELEVATION

VICTORIA ROAD BY-PASS

Not to Scale

Figure 6-15: M4-Anzac Exit portal - plan
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Exit
Portal Facade
Structural props are
required to span between
the portal walls

Landscape works behind
portal as part of the Rozelle
Rail Yards Parkland
Anti-throw
screen

Metal cladding to Victoria
Road Bridge abutment

Metal cladding on steel
framing. Colour: silver grey

Feature lighting rebate
- offset metal cladding
(Colour:'white') with led
strip lighting

Victoria Road Shared User
Path East (refer Section 8).

Reinforced concrete
retaining wall with
vertical rebates

Exit ramp

Figure 6-16: M4-Anzac Exit Portal - North dive wall elevation

Exit ramp

Reinforced concrete
retaining wall with
vertical rebates

Figure 6-17: M4-Anzac Exit Portal - south dive wall elevation
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Blade walls to support
adjacent structures (behind)

Metal cladding to Victoria
Road Bridge abutment

Metal cladding on steel
framing. Colour: silver grey
Anti-throw
screen

Feature lighting rebate
- offset metal cladding
(Colour:'white') with led
strip lighting

Victoria Road Shared User
Path West (refer Section 8).
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Vegetated swale
and buffer
planting

Rozelle Rail Yards
parkland

Portal facade panels
in prefinished metal
on a steel sub frame
Anti-climb safety
Structural props are
screen
required to span between
the portal walls

Rozelle Rail Yards
parkland

Existing sandstone
cutting

Vegetated swale

ROZELLE RAIL YARDS
PARKLAND

PROJECT BOUNDARY

Victoria Road Shared User
Path West (refer Section 8).

CITY WEST LINK
EAST BOUND
SEPARATED PATH

EASTBOUND TUNNEL
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Figure 6-18: M4- Anzac Exit Portal - Portal elevation
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Iron Cove Link Portals

Artist’s impression: Iron Cove Link Portals - Aerial perspective.
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6.5 Iron Cove Link portal
Within the Iron Cove Link area, the portal has been
designed to fit within the existing Victoria Road
corridor and present as a new, sleek and refined
element within an existing crowded infrastructure
environment which is bounded by Iron Cove, and
the residential and commercial properties along
Victoria Road.
As the portal is located within a wide, road corridor
spanning numerous lanes of traffic and adjacent
tunnel facilities, there has been an emphasis on
providing as much ‘green canopy’ as possible that
will help blend the proposed infrastructure elements
within the local built and natural fabric.

Portal and dive approaches details
The portal openings, retaining walls, lighting, safety
barriers leading to the portals and all other
elements have been designed as a simple, robust
and integrated series of elements that are
consistent with approach described for the M4Anzac Portals.

Feature lighting
The approach to integrated feature lighting rebates
is consistent with that adopted at the M4-Anzac
Portals.

IRON COVE LINK PORTALS
CONCEPT PLAN

Figure 6-19: Iron Cove Link Portals - Location Plan - not to scale
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IRON COVE LINK DETAILS
The following plans, elevations and sections
illustrate the design for Iron Cove Link Portals.

Wide landscaped median
crossing behind portal with
stairs and DDA compliant
access ramp
Portal Facade

TYPICAL PORTAL ELEVATION
VICTORIA ROAD EASTBOUND (EXISTING)

IRON COVE LINK PORTAL EXIT LANES

NORTH WALL ELEVATION

LANDSCAPE MEDIAN
IRON COVE LINK PORTAL EXIT LANES

SOUTH WALL ELEVATION

VICTORIA ROAD WESTBOUND

Not to scale
Figure 6-20: Iron Cove Link portals - key plan
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Feature lighting rebate
- offset metal cladding
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Figure 6-21: Iron Cove Link - Tunnel portal dive wall - south elevation

Entry / approach
ramp

Feature lighting rebate
- offset metal cladding
(Colour:'white') with led
strip lighting

Select metal cladding on
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grey

Tunnel
Portal
Anti-throw
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Figure 6-22: Iron Cove Link - Tunnel portal dive wall - north elevation
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Ventilation outlet with green
wall helps to add to the design
concept for a green corridor at
Iron Cove (refer Section 7)

Landscape works above tunnel
portal to be small grove tree planting
to provide a green backdrop to
tunnel entry and exit

Variable Message Sign
(VMS)

MEDIAN CROSSING

Figure 6-23: Iron Cove Link - Tunnel portal elevation
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Artist’s impression: Iron Cove Link Portals - Driver perspective.
(Landscape shown at full maturity and is indicative only).
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